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Abstract
This paper explores a sketch-based interface for quickly
yet accurately creating visually realistic hair for virtual
characters. Recently, physically-based models have proved
successful for generating a wide variety of hair types, but
they do not provide a straightforward method for design-
ing target hairstyles. The contribution of this paper is
to propose a user-friendly method for controlling such a
physically-based model, requiring no specific knowledge of
mechanics or hair styling: the user sketches example hair
strands over a side view of the character’s head, or alterna-
tively annotates a picture of real hair viewed from the side
serving as a reference. We show how the sketch can be used
to infer the geometric and mechanical properties of the hair
strands, to adjust the shape of the scalp, and to generate an
adequate hair volume. Our method is validated on a wide
variety of hair styles, from straight to curly and short to
long hair.
1 Introduction
With the ability of graphical engines to display more and
more complex scenes, the creation of visually plausible dig-
ital content has become a major problem: asking designers
to manually shape each element of a scene is labour inten-
sive, while automatic generation methods can restrict the
variety of generated shapes and only offer indirect control.
With these methods, the user has to set high level parame-
ters from which the global shape emerges, often a trial and
error approach if a specific design is to be reached. This is
particularly true in the case of hair generation, on which this
paper focuses.
Hair modeling has become an important problem due
to the number of digital characters needed in many appli-
cations of Computer Graphics, from 3D feature films to
video games. The increasing requirement for realism means
that the use of simple surface models which was accept-
able in the early years is no longer adequate: 3D hair made
of several thousand individual strands has to be rendered,
even when no hair animation will be computed. Instanc-
ing all these strands using standard modeling systems is te-
dious. Moreover, the results may lack realism: the observed
shape of a head of hair results from a physical phenomenon,
namely the interaction of thousands of elastic hair fibers,
subject to gravity and tending to recover their natural curli-
ness. Achieving the same effect manually for arbitrary hair
types is extremely difficult.
This paper proposes a practical solution for quickly de-
signing a variety of natural hair styles: we achieve realism
by relying on an existing physically-based engine for hair
generation, but set up a completely novel interface for it:
the user controls the design by sketching the shape of the
scalp and a few sample strands over a fixed view of the head,
possibly using a picture of real hair as a guide. The ability
to sketch what he wants provides him with direct control
over the result. This paper shows how the various elements
of the sketch are used to infer the individual geometric and
mechanical parameters of the generated strands. Our re-
sults demonstrate that this method can be used successfully
for quickly generating a large variety of hair from differ-
ent ethnic origins, which resemble the sketches while being
visually plausible.
1.1 Previous work
Due to the number of individual strands needed for creat-
ing a full head of hair, all the methods available so far model
hair by positioning a few hundred guide strands, from which
extra strands are generated at the rendering stage, using ei-
ther interpolation, wisp-based models or a combination of
both [3]. Both geometric and physically-based methods
have been used in the past for shaping guide strands.
A number of dedicated, interactive modeling systems
were proposed for hair design [5, 12, 27]. Most of them pro-
vide the user with precise control of the length, position and
curliness of hair, but require a large number of successive
manipulations, from the delimitation of the scalp to the po-
sitioning and shaping of guide strands. This can lead to sev-
eral hours for the creation of a single head of hair. This pro-
cess can be made easier using multi-resolution editing [13].
Hair is shaped from coarse to fine using a hierarchy of hair
wisps, and by copy-pasting some sub-wisp’s style to others
wisps. Skilled users can achieve visually realistic results but
still requiring more than an hour for each head of hair.
An alternative to manually creating hair geometry is to
reconstruct it from images [19, 26], an approach which
achieves unsurpassed realism. However, using it to gen-
erate the desired hair for a CG character requires having a
real life model with exactly the required style, in addition
to the possible problems of adjusting the captured hair to a
head of different morphology. In this work, we borrow the
idea of re-using some data (such as hair color and examples
of strand shapes) from a real photograph, but just use it as
a guide and generate hair from scratch onto the desired 3D
head.
Physically-based hair styling [2, 8, 28, 6] was introduced
as a good alternative to purely geometric hair modeling,
since it reduces the amount of work required by the user
while enhancing realism. Recently, Bertails et al. [4] pre-
sented a validated static model for hair and used it to gen-
erate a number of natural hair styles through the tuning of
a few mechanical parameters. Such parameters can be te-
dious to set up by hand when all the strands do not have
the same length, curliness or stiffness. To ease the gener-
ation of various hair styles, the authors demonstrated the
ability of their model to reproduce a classical hair styling
process, from growing hair to wetting, cutting and drying
it. Ward and Lin [24] took the same idea even further, they
plugged a haptic interface into their physically-based engine
for hair [25], enabling the user to feel hair while combing
and styling it.
Here our goal is different: we do not aim to reproduce
the process skilled hair-stylists have to go through in the
real world, instead we want to provide CG artists with a
straightforward method to control the generation of realis-
tic hair. Therefore, we propose a sketch-based interface in
which the user roughly sketches the desired result, and from
this sketch we infer parameters which drive a physically-
based hair generator (we are currently using the one in [4]).
Sketching systems have drawn increasing attention in
the past few years. Seminal works have demonstrated
their usefulness for quickly modeling and editing free-form
shapes [9, 1, 21, 18, 11]. Sketching was also used in spe-
cific applications, where a priori knowledge ofthe object be-
ing sketched helps in making inferences about complex 3D
shapes [10, 7, 23]. Such specific sketching approaches have
been used previously for modeling geometric hairstyles,
specifically Mao et al. [17, 16] and Malik [15].
Mao et al. [17] present a system for creating geomet-
ric models of cartoon character hairstyles. The user first
sketches the scalp boundary through a series of strokes di-
rectly onto a 3D model of the head from user chosen view-
points, he then draws one stroke specifying the silhouette
of the hairstyle viewed face on. This stroke is used to in-
fer hair volume and global shape. In [16] this work is ex-
tended to allow greater local control. Global shape is now
controlled by specifying four silhouette strokes and a hair
partition line. Hair clusters are created which conform to
this global shape. Individual clusters can then be reshaped
by sketching strokes onto either a front or side view of the
head if desired.
Malik [15] presents a comprehensive suite of sketch-
ing tools for creating and editing virtual hairstyles. The
approach emulates the real-world hairstyling process by
providing operations such as cutting, combing, curling,
frizzing and twisting - controlled by gestures sketched onto
arbitrary views of a 3D head model. A tablet is required as
pen pressure is used to determine the scope of many opera-
tions.
In both of these previous works the ultimate goal is to
create a geometric model for a head of hair which in some
way corresponds to the set of sketched inputs. Our goal is
different. Our ultimate goal is to create a set of parame-
ters which control a physical model, which would in turn
generate a geometric hair model corresponding to the set of
sketched inputs.
Although our goal is different, we share the desire to
make the whole process easy to use. We also use the idea
of generating hair from a few strokes drawn from a fixed
view of a head. However, we ask the user to draw some
sample guide hairs rather than only a silhouette in order to
allow more variety in the resulting hair styles, and we use
the sketch to infer some mechanical parameters rather than
to create geometry directly.
We don’t currently offer as comprehensive a range of
manipulation tools as Malik [15]. For example we don’t
currently support the concept of hairpins and so can’t cre-
ate pony-tails. However our approach doesn’t preclude the
development of such tools as future work. By constraining
our manipulations to only the parameters required by the
physical model we are effectively setting the initial state for
a head of hair which could later be used for animation.
1.2 Overview
This paper presents the first sketching interface for
physically-based hair styling. To our knowledge, com-
bining sketching and physically-based modeling has never
been done in the past. Relying on a physically-based en-
gine for designing hairstyles has clear advantages over ge-
ometric methods, such as the ability to quickly change hair
properties afterwards (dry/wet hair, smooth/curly hair ...)
as well as animating the resulting hair style later on, in a
straightforward way. However, this combination raises a
major difficulty: the user would expect to get a hair style
very close to what is conveyed by his sketch, while the final
shape given by the method will result from the convergence
of a physically-based simulation. The main issue is thus
to infer physically-based parameters from a sketch, while
keeping this process completely hidden from the user.
Figure 1. A quick process (10 min) for design-
ing a hairstyle from a photograph, requiring
only a few strokes from the user.
Our contributions for solving this issue are:
• A system for inferring the geometric and elastic pa-
rameters of individual hair fibers from just a 2D line
sketching the final aspect of a sample hair strand.
• The generalization to the sketch-based generation of
a full head of hair. Many guide strands are parame-
terised from a few drawn examples. The hair volume
is inferred from the sketch of the hair silhouette, which
can also be used to refine the cutting. The shape of the
scalp is inferred from the sketch.
• A user friendly interface in which the user can either
sketch hair from scratch over a 3D head model (as done
in previous work [15, 16]) or over a photo of real hair.
In the latter case, the photo is used as a guide: the
user can trace the main wisps of hair, but may easily
deviate from the photo if he wants to. The photo can
also serve as a reference for hair color. The inferred
hair is created on a 3D head, and an image of the result
can be compared to the original photo for validation.
2 Hair strand from a sketch
In this section we outline a system for inferring 3D,
physically-based strands from 2D sketches of hair strands
drawn over a 2D side view of the head model.
In the case of hair, considering the strand the user draws
as a target shape to be exactly fitted by a physically-based
model - as in standard inverse engineering problems - would
not be appropriate: due to the large number of hair strands,
our system will need to generate a large number of plausi-
ble 3D strands from only a few sketched ones. Therefore,
the strands the user sketches are rather interpreted as exam-
ples, used to infer the high level, local properties in terms
of length, curliness and final shape under gravity the user
wants. In practice, the system will interpolate these param-
eters to get the appropriate strand parameters everywhere on
the scalp, and then generate physically-based strands, which
will have the same overall visual aspect, but not fit exactly
with any of the sketched strokes.
Our work relies on the physically-based system pre-
sented Bertails et al. [4]. It provides a set of strand param-
eters: length l, natural curvature κ0 (a constant value along
the strand, representing the way it would curl without grav-
ity), ellipticity e and stiffness1 k. The ellipticity stands for
the shape of the strand’s cross-section, which, as demon-
strated in [4] (denoted “eccentricity” here), affects the dis-
tribution of curls along a strand hanging under gravity: with
elongated cross-sections (none zero ellipticity), curls tend
to be evenly distributed as in African hair, while the strand
tends to be straight at the top and curly at the bottom when
the cross-section is circular (zero ellipticity). The last pa-
rameter, stiffness, controls how strongly the hair fiber tends
to recover its natural curliness, and thus how much curli-
ness balances the effect of gravity. Although this parameter
value can be measured on natural hair, curls can be made
stiffer using styling products, so we need to infer stiffness
from the sketch for allowing the design of fancy hair styles.
As shown in Bertails et al. and depicted in Figure 2,
hair strands under gravity tend to take helical shapes at rest,
where the helical parameters vary along the strand. This
gives us the main clue we are using for inferring the strand’s
parameters from a sketched 2D strand: we first detect the
inflection points along the 2D stroke, and use them to cut the
stroke into sections representing a half turn of a helix; we
assume each section is modelled by a half helix of constant
parameters, infer the arc length of such a helix, and use the
sum of the inferred lengths to infer the total length of the
hair strand in 3D; we use the inverse of the maximum radius
of the helical segments to estimate the natural curvature κ0.
We infer the ellipticity parameter from the distribution of
inflection points along the length of the strand. We get the
stiffness parameter by matching the span of the strand the
user has drawn to the span of a physically modeled strand
given the length and curvature values already determined.
If the span cannot be matched by adjusting stiffness, as a
1To ease understanding, in contrast with [4], we are considering that
the natural twist is always zero; we use the term stiffness here for the sake
of simplicity, but it stands for the Young modulus in Bertails et al.’s model.
Figure 2. A physically-based hair strand is
controlled by 4 main parameters: length, nat-
ural curliness, ellipticity and stiffness. Sev-
eral strands hanging under the effect of grav-
ity are depicted. All have the same length and
natural curliness, but different values for the
ellipticity e and the stiffness k. x=1.6GPa
final step we can adjust the mass per unit volume of the hair
to find a better span match. The remainder of this section
details each of these steps.
2.1 Cutting a 2D stroke into half helical
segments
We wish to divide the stroke into segments representing
one half turn of a helix.
We make the assumption that the user will draw a stroke
along a roughly straight centre axis. Given this assumption
we can apply principal component analysis to the positions
of the stroke samples to determine the direction of this prin-
cipal axis and the orthogonal secondary axis. By translating
our points to this new set of axes we determine the points of
inflection along the stroke by looking for a change in sign
in the first derivative along the secondary axis.
We now identify separate half helical segments as the
bounding boxes aligned to the principal axis and covering
the regions between successive zero crossings of the princi-
pal axis. The width of each bounding box is defined by the
position of the inflection point. The ends of the stroke (out-
side these bounding boxes) could be assumed to be straight
and their length measured in 2D. In practice we include the
first and last samples of the stroke as inflection points when
performing the calculations.
We could remove the requirement that the user’s stroke
be along a roughly straight line by instead analyzing the 2D
geometric curvature of the drawn stroke. The points of max-
imum curvature would correspond to the inflection points of
the analysis above. The principal axis for each helical sec-
tion could be defined as the direction between successive
points where the curvature value changes sign. However in
practice we found the first approach gave reasonable results.
2.2 Fitting a half helix to each segment
This step is, again, purely geometric and does not re-
quire any optimization process. We wish to infer the phys-
ical length and curvature of the helix modeled by the half
helical segment identified in the previous section.
The equation for a circular helix can be expressed para-
metrically in Cartesian coordinates as:
x = r cos(t) y = r sin(t) z = ct
for t ∈ [0,2π), where r is the radius of the helix and 2πc is
the vertical distance between consecutive loops (known as
the ”step” ∆ [3] ).
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Figure 3. a. The orthogonal projection of a
circular helix, and the measurements which
can be made on it. b. Inferring the length of a
stroke using half helical segments.
The arc length of the helix is given by s = (
√
r2 + c2) t.
Thus the arc length of one complete turn of the helix is given
by s when t = 2π , and a half turn is given by t = π . There-
fore the physical length of the half helical segment can be
estimated if we measure r and c.
As shown in Figure 3a the parameters r and c can be
easily measured on an orthographic 2D projection of a he-
lix when viewed from a direction perpendicular to its main
axis. For each half helical segment we measure the extent
of the bounding box along the principal axis to give πc and
the extent of the box along the secondary axis to give r.
By taking the sum of the arc lengths for each half he-
lical segment we have an estimate for the actual length of
the hair strand. We estimate the natural curvature κ0 of the
hair strand as being 1/max(r) measured from the set of all
segments.
2.3 Identifying straight strands
As the radius of a helix decreases, the projected image
of the helix approaches the appearance of a straight line.
Also - if the user draws a very straight stroke then many
inflection points will be detected due to freehand sketch-
ing as the stroke will closely follow the major axis. These
inflection points will have very little variation along the sec-
ondary axis and thus create narrow segments which imply
high curvature. To discriminate between these cases and
thus correctly detect straight strokes we apply the following
tests.
1. Sum of squared errors (SSE). If the SSE of the stroke
samples with respect to the secondary axis is below a
small threshold - we assume the line is close to par-
allel to the axis and so this is a straight line. Set the
curvature to zero.
2. Ratio of mean segment length to segment width. We
measure the mean segment length and widths. If the
ratio of length to width is above a threshold (we use
20) then we assume we have detected few narrow seg-
ments which implies a straight hair strand and we set
the curvature to zero.
2.4 Inferring ellipticity, stiffness and mass
per unit volume
We estimate ellipticity from the distribution of all the in-
flection points measured along the strand. We take the me-
dian point from the set of inflection points and measure it’s
displacement along the major axis. If it is positioned to-
wards the end of the strand then we assume the curls form
at the end of the strand which implies a low ellipticity. If
it is positioned before or around the middle of the segment
we assume evenly distributed curls which implies a high el-
lipticity. The range of eccentricies observed for real hair is
0.0 (European) to around 0.2 (African), so we chose to use a
linear scale for ellipticity clamped in a similar range [0,0.3]
as the displacement of the median inflection points varies
from 50% to 70% of the strand extent.
Stiffness and mass per unit volume are the only parame-
ters for which we need to run an optimization process. The
span of a strand of hair is the distance between the root and
the tip. Assuming we have made close to correct estimates
for the length and curliness of the strand then matching the
span of the example to the span of the model by varying the
stiffness will give a good visual correspondence for realistic
example strokes. This matching allows the user to set much
higher values of stiffness than would be found in natural
hair. We use a routine that models the hair using a range
of stiffness values and chooses the value that minimises the
difference in span between model and example. Values of
stiffness far from natural are penalised using a simple linear
weighting scheme that ensures that when a range of stiff-
ness values produce similar spans the closest to a natural
value is chosen.
Should the stiffness determination routine not find a
good span match - then we assume the user has drawn an un-
realistically large radius of curvature. Natural hair would be
too heavy to hold the curls drawn for any reasonable value
of stiffness. In this case we use a similar fitting routine but
this time alter the mass per unit volume to make the hair
lighter and more able to hold the curl (Figure 4g).
Figure 4 shows various examples of sketched hair
strands. Note that our method focuses on realistic
hairstyles, and thus only allows for the creation of natural
curls, which mostly follow helical shapes in the real world.
The handling of unnatural hair shapes such as waves lying
in a plane for example, obtained by using shaping tools like
hair irons is beyond the scope of this paper.
Figure 4. Single strands inferred from
sketches: the sketch is interpreted as an ex-
ample of the desired shape, our system gen-
erates similar, physically-based 3D strands.
The unnaturally large strand (g) required au-
tomatic fitting of the mass per unit volume.
3 Full head of hair
This section generalizes the sketch-based generation
technique we have just described for hair strands to the case
of a full head of hair.
3.1 Overview of the user interaction
To keep the whole process as simple as possible and in
contrast to previous work, we restrict all stroke input to a
side view of the head. Such a restriction removes the need
for the user to position the viewpoint, while still allowing
the user to draw strokes in all important regions of the head
(fringe, side, back).
Throughout the process two viewports are provided. One
is a fixed side view input area where strokes are entered.
The other is a result view where the camera position can
be freely altered by the user. The whole modeling process
consists of three steps.
1. Define the scalp area
2. Provide example strands and optional volume stroke
3. Generate the full head of hair and view the result
First, the scalp is defined by drawing one stroke delimit-
ing the scalp extent on one side of the head (step one above).
The other side is deduced by symmetry. The user can re-
draw this stroke until happy with the scalp shape. At this
point the scalp shape is fixed for the rest of the process and
the user progresses to the second step.
The user then draws example strands anywhere within
the defined scalp area (step two above). These examples
can be replaced or deleted. Each time an example stroke
is drawn a corresponding physically modelled strand is up-
dated in the corresponding area of the result viewport. The
update is immediate (roughly a tenth of a second).
By selecting the volume stroke mode the user can also
draw an optional volume stroke. This stroke determines the
global volume of the style and can be redrawn at any point.
The user can request an update of the full head of hair
using a keypress at any time (step three above). At this point
all the guide hairstrands in the result view are updated using
information from all the input strokes and the volume stroke
(this takes a few seconds depending on the number of guide
strands, roughly ten seconds2 for the 40 guide strands in
Fig 6). The user can continue to add, adjust or remove guide
strands or the volume stroke once this has been done. The
whole process is thus iterative, with the user moving back
and forth between steps two and three until he is happy with
the result.
The rest of this section describes each step of the whole
process in more detail.
3.2 Defining the scalp
In contrast with [4], where the scalp region was pre-
defined as a set of full triangles of the head mesh, our
sketching system provides the user with an easy way to
shape the scalp, which is delimited by an arbitrary curve
lying on the mesh. This approach is similar to [17] except
we usually restrict the curve to be drawn from the side view.
The 3D scalp is inferred using the following steps:
2Using a 2.8GHz Intel R© Xeon R©processor
Figure 5. Generation of the hair scalp from a
sketched hairline. (a) Generation of the scalp
triangles Tscal p from the hairline. (b) Triangu-
lar tessellation of the scalp area. (c) Clamp-
ing hair on the scalp. (d) Growing hair.
1. The stroke is first projected on the 3D head mesh, fol-
lowing the view direction. We duplicate it using sym-
metry to get a closed 3D curve which delimitates the
scalp.
2. We use the orientation of this curve, given by the di-
rection of the user’s gesture, to characterize the scalp,
i.e. the closed region of the 3D head model delimited
by the contour.
3. Finally, we generate two separate lists of triangles from
the head mesh: the ones which are entirely within the
scalp and the ones intersected by the contour line.
More precisely, let Γ3D(s) be the closed and oriented
scalp contour projected on the head mesh, defined as the
ordered set of sample points {Pk}k∈[1..N] (the projections on
the mesh of the 2D stroke points and their mirror image on
the other side of the head).
The mesh triangle Tk to which a projected point {Pk}
belongs is computed on the fly. We define TΓ as the list
of triangles that intersect the scalp contour line, built by
adding to {Tk}k∈[1..N] the set of triangles that intersect the
hairline without containing any of the {Pk}. This is per-
formed through a search of neighbouring triangles along
the closed hairline: finding intersecting triangles between
two consecutive points Pk and Pk+1 is achieved by project-
ing this segment onto Tk and finding the neighbouring mesh
triangle in the direction given by the projected, oriented seg-
ment.
Then, the set T intscal p of triangles lying entirely within the
scalp region is computed using the contour curve’s orien-
tation and a propagation mechanism towards the center of
the scalp: we compute an oriented vector {bk}k∈[1..N] lying
on each Tk on the contour as the cross product between the
normal to the triangle and of an oriented tangent direction
tk =
Pk+1−Pk
‖Pk+1−Pk‖ . This vector points towards the center of the
scalp. We use it to propagate the property of belonging to
the scalp to the inward triangles, and stopping each time the
border is reached again:
if T ∈ TΓ
{
search for T ′ = neighbour(T ) along bk
propagate to T ′
else



if(T )belongs to T intscal pstop
else, add(T )to T intscal p
propagate to all the neighbours of T.
Finally, the set of scalp triangles Tscal p is defined as the
union of T intscal p and TΓ .
3.3 Clamping hair over the scalp
A regular triangulation of the scalp region will be needed
to evenly clamp hair over the scalp. This new triangulation
is computed using an algorithm inspired from Turk [22]: a
given number N of particles are spread over the scalp tri-
angles and uniformly distributed using a repulsion mecha-
nism. This 3D set of vertices we get after convergence is
tessellated using a Delaunay tetrahedralisation, from which
we keep only the surface triangles.
As the scalp region is bounded by an arbitrary curve, care
must be taken when spreading the particles on the triangles
belonging to TΓ: each time a particle crosses the contour
curve of the scalp, it is projected back onto it.
3.4 Distributing hair parameters over the
scalp
Figure 6. The input and resulting hairstyle
from different viewpoints.
In order to generate a realistic looking head of hair the
model requires at least twenty to thirty guide strands. How-
ever we do not want the user to have to supply an example
strand for every guide strand. Therefore - having obtained
the parameters for one or a few example strands sketched
by the user - we need to extrapolate from this information
in order to assign sensible values for all guide strands on the
head.
We don’t want to constrain the user more than necessary
and so the minimum input requirement is just one exam-
ple strand. We set no maximum constraint. Each example
strand is required to start in the valid scalp zone and consist
of a continuous stroke. An example strand can be replaced
by redrawing the strand starting close to the root, or deleted
by double clicking on its root. The user chooses when to up-
date the result view using a keypress. We use the following
scheme to extrapolate from the input:
1. One example strand - Assign parameters inferred from
this example to all guide strands in model
2. Two example strands - Project guide strand root posi-
tions onto the vertical plane bisecting the head. Then
project these points onto the line joining the two exam-
ple root points. Linearly interpolate between the two
sets of example parameters at this point.
3. Three or more example strands - Generate a Delau-
nay triangulation of the example root locations on the
vertical plane bisecting the head. Interpolate between
triangle vertices by projecting model strand root loca-
tions onto the Delaunay triangulation and determining
the barycentric coordinates within the intersected tri-
angle. For points outside the triangulation - project to
the nearest edge of the triangulation.
A more complex interpolation scheme such as projecting
onto a sphere and using spherical barycentric coordinates
could be envisioned. However this simpler scheme provides
visually convincing results, as illustrated in Figure 8.
3.5 Setting the hair volume and adapting
the hair cut
So far the user provides local parameters for the hair
model by providing examples of individual strands. How-
ever the volume of the overall hairstyle is a useful global
parameter we would also like to be able to provide in a sim-
ple manner. To allow this we introduce a second type of
stroke - the volume stroke.
With this stroke the user roughly indicates the outer
boundary for the silhouette of the hair style. The part of
the stroke above the scalp is used to determine a parameter
controlling the volume of the style. Parts of the stroke be-
low the scalp are used to trim back hairs which are longer
than desired without having to redraw examples.
Figure 7. The effect of increasing the size of
the volume stroke. Note the hairs at the back
of the head have been cut where they extend
below the stroke.
3.5.1 Setting hair volume
To control the hair volume we use the multiple layer hulls
model of [14], also used in [4], which models the hair vol-
ume due to self interactions while avoiding the computa-
tions of collision detection and response between wisps of
hair. In this model hair strands with roots higher up the
head are tested for collisions against larger offsets of the
head model. The controlling factor is the hair volume scal-
ing factor. Larger values generate larger volumes of hair.
When the user enters a volume stroke we project the
stroke onto the vertical plane bisecting the model of the
head. This projected stroke is then interpreted in two ways.
The first way is to determine the hair volume scaling factor.
The second way is to determine which hairs to cut.
To determine the hair volume from the projected volume
stroke we consider only points above the lowest point of
the scalp model. For each of these points we calculate the
distance from the nearest point of the head model (using
a pre-calculated distance field of the head). We take the
largest of these distances as the maximum offset of the hulls
model and calculate the hair volume scaling factor which
will produce this maximum offset.
3.5.2 Cutting the hair
To determine which hairs to cut we form line segments from
the projected volume stroke samples according to the order
in which they were drawn and flip the line segment normals
so that they are all on the ’interior’ side of the line. This
is done via a simple voting system where for each segment
we take the dot product of the segment normal with the vec-
tor from the centre of the volume stroke bounding box to
the mid-point of the segment. If the dot product is positive
then the normal is pointing away from the interior and the
segment votes to flip all of the segment normals. If the ma-
Figure 8. Styles from 1927, 1945, 1965 and
1971. Top: Drawings from [20].
jority of votes are to flip then all of the segment normals are
flipped.
We then test the orientation of these normals to deter-
mine the action of this section of the stroke. If the normal is
pointing roughly upwards (in a direction within 90◦ of the
positive y-axis) then we wish to use this section to cut the
hair. We form a plane by projecting the points along the x-
axis and testing the modeled wisps for intersection with this
plane. Any intersecting hairs are cut back to their length at
the intersection point.
We also provide separate cut stroke functionality similar
to that of Malik [15]. The user selects a cut stroke mode
and draws strokes which are projected onto the hair model.
Guide strands which intersect a cut stroke are cut back to
that length.
3.5.3 Pushing back hair from the face
For long hair styles without a short fringe we need a method
to ensure hair does not fall in front of the face. To address
this we add an optional spherical force field tool in front of
the face that the user can see, move and resize. If enabled
this spherical force field is accounted for in the body colli-
sions routine. Ideally this spherical tool should be inferred
from the sketch. This will be addressed in future work.
Such force fields could be used to create a ’comb’ tool
similar to Malik [15], allowing the user to influence the po-
sition of individual guide strands in the resulting model.
4 Annotation of photographs
As we emphasized in the introduction, the sketching
system we just described is much easier to use for a de-
signer than tuning indirect physically-based parameters, us-
ing hair-dresser tools, or shaping the hair by hand. However
users with little sketching skill may like to use a real image
as a guide. This can be useful if we want to quickly create
a hairstyle inspired from a photograph. The user can re-
use some aspects of the photo and modify others. The hair
colour can be taken from the photo. It also enables visual
validation of the resulting model.
When using a photo we must address the problem of the
correspondance between the photo and the digital head. For
average human heads, simply positioning and scaling the
photo with the mouse is often adequate. This is the ap-
proach we have taken here. However more complex image
registration techniques would be required for non-human
head models.
Figure 9. Results of annotating photographs.
Figures 1 and 9 show various hairstyles generated from
the annotation of photographs. As demonstrated in our re-
sults, the method allows for the quick creation of many
different hairstyles involving various hair types (smooth,
curly), only from the sketch of a few strokes. Note that
Figure 1 depicts the importance of the hairline shape on the
final hairstyle. The punk hairstyle in Figure 9 is an exam-
ple which is hard to model using our constraints - obviously
some form of stiffening product has been used for the top
of the hair. However by setting a large volume offset using
the volume stroke we can approximate it fairly well. A fu-
ture improvement would be to allow the hull volume to vary
according to the stroke drawn so that such volume disconti-
nuities could be modeled, instead of picking just one offset
value for the whole head. Again, the last hairstyle above
shows an unnatural style, as the woman has had strong curls
put in. However, the automatic fitting does a good job of
matching the stiffness value and produces similar looking
curls.
5 Conclusion
This paper presented the first sketching system for hair
that targets realistic hair models. Various hairstyles from ar-
bitrary ethnic origins can be created in a few minutes each
without specialized user knowledge, either by over sketch-
ing on a view of the targeted 3D model or by annotating a
photo, used as a guide. To reach this goal, we infer from the
user’s sketch the parameters of a physically-based model for
hair. The latter can be seen as an easy way to incorporate
the a priori knowledge of hair we have.
Although designed for realism, our system can also
achieve fancy hair styles, since any mesh could be used as
an input for the head and since quite artificial stiffness and
volume values can be set up.
As future work, handling hair styles with some partings
and constraints (ponytails, braids, etc.) would be very use-
ful to achieve the generation of more fancy hairstyles. We
also plan to allow for locally varying clamping directions as
currently, hair root orientation is taken as being the surface
normal vector at the root position, whereas in reality these
directions don’t vary so uniformly: they can be directly
visible and affect the resulting hair shape. They could be
specified, together with the possible parting, using an extra
sketch over a front view of the head. Currently some of the
physically-based strands we produce may end up crossing
vertical sections of the desired silhouette line. This could
be avoided by artificially reducing their stiffness if they do
so. Regarding the interface, having to sketch several lines
of different nature (i.e. the scalp line and the volume line
in addition to sample strands) provides good control of the
result, but may be distracting for skilled designers. An al-
ternative would be to adjust generic version of these lines
according the location and length of the sample strands, a
process that could be made completely transparent to the
user. We have however to evaluate whether too many sam-
ples would be needed in this case. Finally we would like
to perform a user evaluation of our system. The feedback
supplied by artists who regularly have to parameterise hair
models would be useful in improving our system.
In conclusion, we believe that the combination of sketch-
ing and annotation interfaces with procedural methods ex-
pressing a priori knowledge (such as physically-based mod-
els) is a promising approach for allowing artists to quickly
create realistic digital content, while providing adequate
levels of user control.
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